CONGRATULATIONS - YOU HAVE JUST PURCHASED THE FINEST PROTECTION AVAILABLE FOR YOUR BASS BOAT. IF APPLIED AND USED CORRECTLY, THE AKUA BASS BOAT PROTECTOR BY TAYLOR MADE WILL PROTECT YOUR BOAT FROM DOCK DAMAGE FOR YEARS TO COME.

BASS BOAT PROTECTOR INSTRUCTIONS

1) Determine "touch-points" of boat. The touch-points are where your boat would hit or touch the dock. Wipe boat surface and suction cups with towel or cloth. Suction Cups will not adhere to a dirty or filmy surface. **DO NOT PUT ON WET SURFACE OR ON EDGE OF DECAL OR GRAPHIC DESIGN.**

2) Attach safety rope to cleat or tie to inside of boat.

3) To ensure proper sliding action, push suction cups to top of slots. (see illustration 1) Turn tabs on suction cups to outside fro easy removal. (see illustration 2)

4) After determining your boat's touch points to dock, position top 2 suction cups to gunnel. Push down firmly to stick in place.

5) Secure bottom suction cup above water line. If necessary, adjust bungee cord to desired length by retying with a square knot.

6) If the top bend (below suction cup) on the Boat Protector does not allow proper fit with your boat's gunnel, the protector can easily be bent to fit your boat. The Bass Boat bumper has a "living hinge" just below the suction cups. Bend the living hinge to fit your particular design. **NOTE:** The living hinge may be pretty stiff.

CAUTION: ONCE YOU HAVE ADJUSTED THE HINGE TO FIT YOUR BOAT - DO NOT ADJUST ANY MORE: The more you bend the living hinge, the more loose it becomes.

7) To remove protector from boat, release suction cups by pulling up on suction cup tabs. (See illustration 2)

PONTOON BOAT PROTECTORS INSTRUCTIONS

Mylar Plastic Plate Mounting Instructions

1) Determine "touch points of boat. The touch-points are where your boat would hit or touch the dock. **NOTE:** Determine the height you want protector before sticking on the mylar plate. If the "touch-points" of boat or the position you want the protector have a smooth surface area, you may omit using the mylar plate.

2) Peel adhesive backing from the clear mylar plastic plates provided. Press the plastic plates on the surface area centered with the "touch-points area you determined. Press firmly to adhere plates to area surface.

3) If, for any reason, you need to remove the mylar plastic plates, use the following procedure: Peel plate from boat surface - use mineral spirits to remove remaining adhesive.

Mounting Instructions

1) Wipe surface of mylar plate or side of pontoon fence and suction cups with towel or cloth. Suction cups will not adhere to a dirty or filmy surface. **NOTE:** Suction cups will not stick to edge of graphics or decals. Use mylar plate if putting over graphics.

Continued on reverse side --------->